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Product Disclosure Statement

Part'l Product Disclosure proclamation

This product disclosure terms are designed to give those involved an understanding of what
is needed in products, or the qualifications as required by law to ensure the decision to take action relating to
the company's products. The product disclosure requirements provide general information to those involved in

the product's qualifications to consider appropriate action for the purpose.

Part 2 Product Disclosure Requirements

This given message is an insurance policy of the company regarding diamonds and colored
gems products which is written in ordinary term in order to achieve a consistent understanding, as follows:

l.Treated: Treated diamonds and thermal colored gems are revealed as'treated,or referred

to specific treatment methods. Description must be equally clear, such as the word "diamond', or the

name of the colored gemstone. Any special care requirements that treated must be disclosed.

2.Synthesis: All or part synthetic diamonds or synthetic colored gems must be revealed as
'built by laboratories', 'formed by laboratories' and/or 'synthetic'. Description must be equally clear,

such as the word "diamond,, or the name of the colored gemstone.

3.Composite: The company will disclose the composite (or assemble up) of diamonds and
colored gems made from two or more parts as'composites', 'assembled up', 'assemble up a pair, or
'assemble up three parts' and by the correct name of the material that consists. Description must be

equally clear, such as the word "diamond" or the name of the colored gemstone used.

4.Rebuilding: Diamonds and colored gems that are recreated will be disclosed and the
description must be equally clear. lt is clearly "diamond" or the name of the colored gemstone.

5 Replication (imitation): Any artificial products used to mimic the appearance of diamonds or
colored gems without using chemical elements, their physical qualification and/or their structure are
revealed as 'imitator' or 'simulated up'. The name of the material along with the correct contained
elements such as 'compound x', 'glass', 'plastic' description must be clear equally noticeable as the
word "diamond" or the name of the colored gemstone.

6 Description of diamond grinding or gemstone grinding: explaining the size or weight of carat,
color, contrast' or the grinding of diamonds and the quality of colored gems, followed by acceptable
guidelines that are suitable for the scope.

7'When explaining the origin location of the colored gemstone: What information to consider?
To disclose the place of origin is used only when it represents the geographical area where the gem
is excavated.
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8.Any relevant health and safety information about the material specified used in jewelry

products sold by members must be disclosed.

9.Members must take significant action and have documents to avoid the purchase or sale

of undisclosed synthetic diamonds. To members who purchase or sell diamond must:

10.Obtain a written warranty from the supplier.

'1 1.Have effective training procedures and tracking system to avoid the possibility of disclosed

synthetic diamonds which had been transformed to natural diamonds at their factory.

12.Use a thorough monitorlng process to identify and reduce the risk associated with

undisclosed synthetic diamonds enter in their supply chain, as well as identifying high-risk

contamrnants.

13.For high-risk grinding diamonds, conduct tests using reliable and transparent protocols.

This can be an industry-recognized protocol or a protocol that members define. Protocol must be:

i.lnclude the right method for testing diamonds that are not measured and set up.

ii.lnclude internal testing with using relevant and effective detection devices or

external testing by qualified providers such as gem laboratories.

iii.lnclude at least once tests in the process which there is no risk of an undisclosed

presentation anymore, including through synthetic before selling diamonds. This is normal

process before sales, providing customer service, as well as test reference management

procedures.

iv.All are organized for customers as a process for management and reference.
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